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AEONrv at Emerging Tech Venture Summit
AEONrv selected as one of only 200 companies worldwide to present at premier tech

industry event highlighting top disruptive emerging startups.

Reno, Nevada, May 10, 2023 – AEONrv, manufacturer of the first true all-season, electric cabin, off-road
capable, high-tech and modern recreational vehicle, today announced they have been selected as one
of only 200 companies worldwide to present at the Emerging Tech Venture Summit in San Jose, CA.

The Emerging Tech Venture Summit, presented by youngStartup Ventures, is a premier tech industry
event that will bring together disruptive emerging startups with 150+ venture capitalists, corporate and
private investors, and strategic partners representing over $250B under management. It offers AEONrv a
unique opportunity to share its inspiring vision and connect with the broader tech community.

“We’re delighted to be recognized by youngStartup Ventures as a significant startup to watch,” said Jim
Ritchie, CEO of AEONrv. “During the event, we will share more about our mission to disrupt how
recreational vehicles are designed, built, delivered, and supported using the latest advancements in
modern technology and sustainability.”

The advanced capabilities delivered by AEONrv—including the ability to go off-road and live off-grid
anywhere, any time of the year for up to one week—are incredibly compelling and timely given the
significant rise in RV living, adventuring, and remote working. Recent data shows that 36% of US leisure
travelers (65M) plan to go RVing in the next 12 months with 54% of all RVers active remote workers and
69% of Millennial RVers (nearly 40% of total RVers) living in RVs 6+ months per year.

Customer feedback has been highly positive and is reflective of how AEONrv is meeting the unique
needs of today’s more tech-savvy RVer.

It’s an amazing adventure rig for whatever activities you choose. Very well built and insulated.
We’ve dry camped at -15F with no issues. Whatever passion is driving you to choose an AEONrv,
you will be amazed at the ways it can help you reach your goals—in comfort! - DH

“Since launching AEONrv in October, 2021, we've gained significant traction and are now sold out for
nearly 2 years,” said Jim Ritchie. “Additionally, we are building a highly unique Hardware/Software Data
Platform that will enable us to drive significant additional revenue streams in the future. That is
something no one else in the industry is doing.''

About AEONrv
At AEONrv, our mission is to build and deliver the most innovative RVs and exceptional customer
experience using the latest advancements in modern and green technology. AEONrv is the first true
all-season, electric cabin, off-road capable, high-tech and modern recreational vehicle. The company
was launched in Oct 2021 by two Silicon Valley executives and avid outdoorsmen with nearly 60 years of
combined technology and innovation experience. For more information, visit us at aeonrv.com.
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